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Abstract—Video streaming technique is widely used in
the Internet with the development of access networks.
Although some techniques such as Forward Error Cor-
rection or Content Distribution Network are effective for
video streaming services, they are not sufficient in the case
that streams are suffered from heavy packet loss. For this
problem, we propose a novel error correction method called
“ECLIPSE: Error Correction based on Loss probability
and data Importance for Plural Server Environment”. The
ECLIPSE recovers lost packets with a parity stream which
exploits multiple streams. In order to improve video quality,
ECLIPSE gives priority to each data of multiple streams
in terms of recovery from packet losses. It is designed
for recovering important data with higher probability. The
priority of each data is set based on two criteria. The one is
the inherent importance of the data within one stream. The
other is the loss probability of one stream which is compared
with the loss probabilities of other streams. We also clarify
the performance of the proposed method through theoretical
analysis. Moreover, we focus on the creation method of
redundant data. They are transferred from another server
for multiple worse conditioned streams, which greatly affects
the recovery capability. We propose the adaptive creation
method for various network conditions.

Our simulation results show that the ECLIPSE can
recover more important data with higher probability. Fur-
thermore, it can also achieve almost the same restoration
ratio among streams of recovery targets which have different
loss probabilities.

Index Terms—Video streaming, Recovery priority, Parity
stream, Forward Error Correction, Content Delivery Net-
work

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, video streaming services have become
popular and major applications in high speed networks.
However, video streaming over networks has several
problems due to their characteristics such as high bit rate
or delay restriction. Content Distribution Network (CDN)
is effective for such video streaming services [1]. This
system has multiple cache servers in various locations in
the network. Therefore, clients can receive their requested
contents from appropriate server in terms of transmission
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delay and/or server’s load. Moreover, parallel video dis-
tribution methods exploiting these multiple servers have
been proposed [1], [2]. In these methods, one content is
separated or encoded into multiple pieces and distributed
through multiple routes. Using path diversity, parallel
video distribution can decrease the harmful effect from
a path under bad condition.

Packet loss is also an important problem in video
streaming services through best-effort network such as
the Internet. A video content consists of many pieces of
data which have various importance. The video content
can be played back with not high quality but acceptable
quality if data of relatively minor importance is lost. On
the other hand, the quality degradation due to important
data loss keeps during certain term. Therefore, recovery of
lost data is necessary to alleviate the quality degradation.
Various types of methods have been studied to recover the
lost data, such as Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) [3],
Forward Error Correction (FEC) [4] and hybrid of the two
approaches [5]. However, these recovery methods do not
consider the difference of data importance.

Considering the importance of data, video quality can
be further improved. Unequal Error Protection (UEP)
method has been proposed to recover important data
with higher probability [6], [7]. The basic idea of this
method is to protect more important data with more re-
dundant data. By recovering more important data instead
of less important data, UEP method can improve the
video quality. In references [6], [7], maximum distance
separable codes are used to provide UEP property. These
methods typically classify data by the importance and
separately protect them. These methods can recover all
lost data with equal importance when the amount of
lost data within each class is less than corresponding
redundant data. However, it is hard to dynamically adjust
redundancy in these methods because of their complex
calculation. On the other hand, the rateless code methods
based on UEP are proposed in [8], [9], [10], [11],
[12]. Rateless code generates arbitrary number of encoded
symbols from source symbols (original data). Clients can
reconstruct source symbols if they can receive encoded
packets slightly more than the number of source symbols.
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These UEP methods realize gradual quality degradation
even if packet loss rate increases. However, they can not
provide sufficient video quality when the stream is heavily
damaged.

In order to manage heavily damaged video streams, we
propose a data recovery method exploiting multiple video
streams which are transferred from plural servers. To deal
with multiple streams as a virtual stream can reduce the
influence of heavy packet losses in specific streams. The
proposed method efficiently improves video quality by
estimating utility of redundant data. Considering video
characteristics, this method is designed for recovering
important data with higher probability. In addition, this
method deals with the data of streams whose packet loss
rates are high as important data for fairness of quality. In
order to satisfy these requirements, the proposed method
gives priority for recovery to each packet of multiple
streams based on both inherent importance in each stream
and loss probabilities of these streams. For these features,
we call the proposed method “ECLIPSE: Error Correction
based on Loss probability and data Importance for Plural
Server Environment”. We also analyze the performance
of the proposed method. Moreover, we focus on the
redundant data creation method, which corresponds to
the core part of the recovery capability enhancement, and
propose the adaptive creation method in order to reduce
the influence from the network condition.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces related works. Section III describes ECLIPSE
in detail. Section IV investigates the performance of the
proposed method through theoretical analysis, and im-
proved method is described in Section V. Section VI eval-
uates the performance of the proposed method through
computer simulations. Finally, Section VII concludes this
paper.

II. RELATED WORKS

In order to improve video quality, some types of UEP
method have been proposed. As one of UEP methods, Wu
et al. have proposed the FEC scheme which offers unequal
importance protection for H.264/SVC in [6]. H.264/SVC
divides a content into some layers (L0, L1 · · · , Ln), where
Li(1 ≤ i ≤ n) is decoded using from L0 to Li−1. A
receiver can play back in higher quality when higher
layer is decoded. This FEC scheme assigns more FEC
redundancy to lower layers so that more layers can be
decoded. Unequal Growth Code is designed as the short
block-length rateless code for video streaming [9]. This
method protects a data packet with parity packets which
are generated in rateless code based UEP manner. In
this method, more important data is encoded into parity
packets with higher probability. In [13], [14], randomized
linear network coding methods with UEP property have
been proposed. In these methods, nodes construct overlay
networks. Each node encodes incoming packets into out-
going packets using linear equation, where coefficients
are randomly selected. A receiver can decode original
packets by solving corresponding linear equation with

received encoded packets. In these methods, packets are
also classified into some priority classes according to their
importance. In [13], linear equation is created such that
more important packets are included into more encoded
packets. Thomos et al. optimize the number of packets
of each priority class included into one encoded packet
in [14]. These UEP methods are suitable for video charac-
teristic that a video content consists of various important
pieces of data. However, since these UEP methods protect
per only one stream, the lost data can not be sufficiently
recovered when packet loss rate of a specific stream
becomes high.

Path diversity is effective to alleviate the influence
from local congestion. Some methods improve robustness
against packet loss by combination of path diversity and
other techniques [15], [16], [17]. Zhang et al. propose a
FEC method using path diversity which divides a content
to some parts and transmits them through multiple paths
in [15]. This method maximizes the overall quality by
assigning appropriate traffic volume per path. In addition,
FEC redundancy is optimized based on these paths’
bandwidths and packet loss rates. Multiple Description
Coding (MDC) also uses path diversity [16]. This method
encodes a content to some descriptions and transfers these
descriptions through multi-paths. The receiver can play
back the content in quality corresponding to the number of
correctly received descriptions, even if some descriptions
are not correct. We have proposed Inter-Stream FEC [17].
While the conventional FEC makes parity packets per
stream, Inter-Stream FEC makes parity packets from data
of multiple streams. Even if one stream is suffered from
many lost packets, Inter-Stream FEC can recover the lost
data by decoding parity packets with their component data
of all the other correctly received streams. However, it has
not considered the various importance of video data yet.

In this paper, our proposed method makes redundancy
exploiting multiple video streams with considering impor-
tance of video data for these problems. The redundancy
is decoded by an intermediate node using incoming
packets from multiple sources, similar to UEP network
coding [13], [14]. The feature of our proposed method
is to target multiple streams of different contents. In
addition, the proposed method optimizes loss protection
for whole of them. On the other hand, the approach
in [14] optimizes loss protection per stream. The next
section explains ECLIPSE, which is the recovery method
that leverages multiple streams’ data considering data
importance and packet loss rate.

III. DESIGN OF ECLIPSE

A. Overview

Our proposed method, ECLIPSE, mainly has two fea-
tures: restoration exploiting multiple streams from plural
servers and differential protection based on both of loss
probabilities and data importance. The proposed method
recovers lost packets using parity packets constructed
by XOR operations of multiple original streams’ data.
This policy enables to recover a heavily damaged stream
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Fig. 1. Target CDN model of the proposed method.
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Fig. 2. Example of decoding of parity packets. Solid squares are
received packets and dotted squares are lost packets. (a) The EEN
receives original packets (A1, B1, B2, B3) and parity packets generated
by XOR operation of linked packets. Stream A’s packets A2 and A3 are
lost. (b) A2 is recovered by XOR operation of corresponding packets.
(c) A3 is recovered using A2.

with well-conditioned streams. In addition, the proposed
method protects more valuable packets with more par-
ity packets for providing fair and high quality video
streaming. As the value for restoration, the proposed
method assigns “recovery priority” per packet based on its
importance of data and loss probability of the correspond-
ing stream. The proposed method realizes differential
protection by making parity packet based on the recovery
priority. Moreover, cooperation with conventional FEC
method (i.e. Reed-Solomon Erasure Code) can improve
recovery capability. This provides more efficient restora-
tion than adjusting redundancy per stream does.

B. System Model

Figure 1 shows the target video streaming system.
This system is basically composed of an origin server,
surrogates which are arranged in various locations by a
content provider, and many clients. Note that surrogates
receive limited number of contents (e.g. popular contents)
from an origin server in advance for load balancing.
In addition, the proposed method deploys the Enhanced
Edge Nodes (EENs) and treats some surrogates as “XOR
servers.”

An EEN is the edge node having packet recovery
capability. We assume that an EEN is deployed nearby
users (e.g., hotel or condominium apartment) by a content
provider for improving video quality. When a client
requests a video content from an EEN, the request is
delivered to a surrogate having the requested content with
round-robin policy for load balancing. If no surrogate has
requested content, the request message is delivered to a
suitable surrogate in terms of load or distance. In this case,
the surrogate newly receives the requested content from
the origin server and serves for the request. The surrogate
streams the requested content and the client receives
it through the EEN. The intermediate EEN manages
forwarding streams and recovers packets which are lost
between surrogates and itself. In order to recover the
lost packets, the EEN requests parity streams from “XOR
servers.”

XOR servers are nodes which generate parity streams
and transmit them to EENs. Although XOR servers can
be dynamically selected from surrogates, we assume that
a small percent of surrogates are pre-selected as XOR
servers for simplicity. We also assume that an XOR server
generates parity streams only from contents it has when
the XOR server does not have a part of the requested
stream to be recovered. In this case, the EEN sends a
request message for the not-protected streams to another
XOR server. An XOR server selects the streams as targets
of restoration according to the information included into
request message for parity stream. This message includes
three information; stream ID, the sequence number which
indicates the start position of encoding and reception ratio
per stream. The reception ratio is computed by an EEN
as the ratio of the number of received packets to the
number of packets the EEN should receive. The EEN
estimates the number of packets which should be received
based on sequence numbers of packets or the information
from the surrogates. The computation is executed when
the request message for parity streams is created. We
assume the interval of the reception ratio calculation for
the message creation is 1 sec. The XOR server generates
parity packets with XOR operation among the packets of
recovery target streams. These parity packets are sent as
parity streams. The parity stream is decoded by the EEN
for restoration. Figure 2 shows the example of decoding
process when the EEN receives the two original streams
and the corresponding parity stream.

C. Assignment Policy of Recovery Priority

The proposed method intensively protects the pack-
ets having important data and/or those of less received
streams. For this differentiated protection, the proposed
method assigns “recovery priority” to each packet based
on two criteria; data importance and loss probability. First,
the XOR server checks the importance of data (i.e. picture
type of MPEG video) which each packet has. The basic
priority is decided based on this data importance. This
paper defines ri(i = 1, · · · , I) as the basic priority, where
ri is a positive number and ri+1 > ri. More important
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Fig. 3. Creation of parity packet: A XOR server randomly selects D
packets among the recovery target packets. The XOR server executes
XOR operation to selected D packets. In this example, block size is 5
and D is set to 4.

packets are assigned the basic priority with larger value. In
addition to the basic priority, the XOR server dynamically
assigns additional priority sj(j = 1, · · · , J) per stream
based on notified reception ratio by an EEN. The XOR
server assigns sj to the stream whose reception ratio
is between Thj and Thj+1. Here, Thj(j = 1, · · · , J)
is the threshold for determining additional priority and
Thj > Thj+1. Finally, we define recovery priority as
u(i,j). The packets with basic priority ri which belong
to a stream of priority sj are assigned recovery priority
u(i,j) = ri + sj .

The proposed method classifies packets into H classes
based on the data importance and loss probability. When
the recovery priority uh(h = 1, · · · ,H) is defined as pri-
ority per class, all pairs of (i, j) which fulfill uh = u(i,j)

belong to the class h.
The proposed method creates parity packets using uh

for differential protection. This creation method greatly
affects on the performance. Next section describes the
creation method of parity packet considering recovery
priority.

D. Creation of Parity Packet Considering Recovery Pri-
ority

Figure 3 shows the example of creation process on the
proposed method. The XOR server first obtains stream
IDs and sequence numbers from the request message.
Then, the XOR server selects a constant number of
packets from each indicated stream. The set of one
stream’s packets is called “block,” and the set of blocks
are called “recovery target packets” in this paper. The
first packet of each block is the packet with indicated
sequence number by request message. Parity packets are
created from packets within blocks of multiple streams.
Note that these blocks are determined so that packets
within these blocks arrive at the EEN within relatively
short time. Therefore creation process of parity packet
from packets within these blocks shortens the time for the
EEN to wait required packets for decoding a parity packet.
In addition, since each parity packet is independently

A1 A2

Stream A

B2

Stream B

P1 = A1 XOR A2 XOR B2

Parity Stream P

Stream A Stream B

Parity Stream P

(a) (c)

A2 A3 B1 B3

P1 P2 P3

A2

Stream A Stream B

P1 = A2

Parity Stream P

(b)

Fig. 4. (a) In this case, EEN receives packets A1, B2 and P1, while
packet A2 is lost. P1 was created by XOR operation of connected
packets, namely A1, A2 and B2 in the XOR server. (b) The EEN
executes XOR operation of received packets. As a result, P1 has
information about only A2. (c) By repeating this process about all
received parity packets, remained parity packets have various degrees.

decoded from the others, a parity packet can instantly
recover a lost packet when it can be decoded. Moreover,
the EEN absorbs the delay caused by decoding process by
buffering packets. These feature can smoothly recover lost
packets with small latency, and as a result, the proposed
method can transmit recovered packets before exhaustion
of clients’ reception buffer, which causes the video quality
degradation. Therefore, it is expected that those parity
packets can keep real-time characteristics of video stream-
ing. Next, the XOR server gives recovery priority to each
packet with assignment policy of recovery priority. Then,
the proposed method creates parity packets. A parity
packet is created from randomly selected packets within
recovery target packets. The proposed method selects
more prioritized packets with higher priority. Therefore,
packets with more priority are encoded into more parity
packets and their opportunities for restoration increase.

In the proposed method, the selection probability P
(sel)
h

of a packet with uh is calculated by Eq. (1). In Eq. (1),
wh is the weight of recovery priority uh for differential
protection. The value Nh is the number of packets with
priority class h.

P
(sel)
h =

wh∑H
ρ=1

wρNρ

. (1)

Equation (1) shows that larger weight can increase the
selection probability.

When the XOR server makes a parity packet, it ran-
domly selects a packet according to Eq. (1) and encodes
it into the parity packet through XOR operation. This
selection and encoding is repeated D times. As a result,
parity packet is created by the XOR operation of these D
packets. Note that this paper assumes that all packets are
the same size to simplify encoding.

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED METHOD

In order to design more effective coding, we clarify
the characteristics of the proposed method through theo-
retical analysis. For analyzing the performance of rateless
coding, references [11], [18], [19] used technique called
“And-Or tree analysis”. We analyze our proposed method
with similar way to their analyses.
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TABLE I
SYMBOLS USED IN ANALYSIS

symbol representation
x Step counter of recovery process
D Maximum degree of one parity packet
d Degree of one parity packet
Ω(d) Degree distribution
Ω′(d) Normalized degree distribution
βd The probability that a lost packet is encoded

into a parity packet with d degree
l Average loss rate
M The number of remained parity packets
m The number of parity packet

into which a lost packet is encoded
Fx The probability that one packet

is still lost at xth step
Ex The probability that one parity packet

recovers a lost packet at xth step
P (enc) Probability that a lost packet is encoded

per parity packet.
λm Probability that a parity packet is created

from m parity packet
δm Probability that a parity packet includes

a lost packet encoded into m parity packet
H The number of priority class

A. Analysis of Basic Model

As an analysis for simple case, we first consider the
case that packets are not classified according to their
recovery priority. This paper assumes that the recovery
process repeats recovery step until no more packets can
be recovered or all packets are recovered. Moreover,
the recovery of xth step can use the packets which are
recovered before xth step. Since one parity packet can
recover one packet, this recovery step is repeated as many
times as the number of received parity packets.

Our analysis focuses on parity packets and lost original
packets. We suppose that parity packets are processed
using received original packets before recovery process.
Let degree be the number of original packets which are
encoded into one parity packet. The encoded original
packets are “connected” to corresponding parity packets
in Fig. 4 (a). An edge represents this connection. In this
paper, all parity packets originally have D degree since
they are created from D original packets. When an origi-
nal packet is received, it is executed XOR operation with
corresponding parity packets. This operation removes the
information of the received original packet from the par-
ity packets. This is represented by being “unconnected”
between corresponding packets. As a result, the degree
of the parity packet decreases (Fig. 4 (b)). When XOR of
each received packet is operated to corresponding parity
packets, the parity packets have connection with only
lost packets (Fig. 4 (c)). We call these parity packets
are remained parity packets in this paper. The number
of remained parity packets is represented by M .

The symbols used in this analysis are shown in Table I.

Let Ω(d) be the degree distribution after decoding with
received original packets, where d(d = 0, 1, · · · , D) is
degree of one parity packet. This distribution depends on
the loss probability. Since the degree reduces when corre-
sponding packets are received, the degree after decoding
equals the number of lost packets among its component
packets. When d packets are lost among D packets, the
remained degree of a parity packet is d. Therefore, Ω(d)
is shown in Eq. (2), where average packet loss rate is l.

Ω(d) = DCdl
d(1− l)(D−d). (2)

In this paper, we focus on remained parity packets.
Therefore, we define the normalized distribution Ω′(d).
The distribution Ω′(d) is available by normalizing Ω(d)
with the ratio of the d which is larger than zero (Eq. (3)).

Ω′(d) =
DCdl

d(1− l)(D−d)

1− (1− l)D
. (3)

Next, we describe the probability that one lost packet
is recovered by one parity packet. We define Ex as the
probability that one lost packet is recovered by one parity
packet at xth step. A parity packet with degree d can
recover one lost packet when the other d−1 packets have
been received or recovered. Therefore, one lost packet
which is encoded into a parity packet with degree d is
recovered at xth step with probability (1 − Fx)

(d−1),
where Fx is the probability that one packet is still lost
at xth step. Note that F1 = 1 because no restoration has
been done in first step. Let βd be the probability that
one lost packet is connected with parity packet having
d edges. When there are M remained parity packets,
the total number of edges are M ×

∑D
i=1

dΩ′(i). The
M × dΩ′(d) edges are connected with parity packets
having d edges among them. The probability βd equals
the probability that one lost packet is connected with one
of the M × dΩ′(d) edges. Therefore, βd is calculated by

dΩ′
(d)∑D

i=1
dΩ′(i)

. The probability Ex is given by Eq. (4).

Ex =
D∑

d=1

{
βd(1− Fx)

d−1
}
. (4)

A lost packet can not be recovered when no parity
packet recovers it. Therefore, a packet is still lost at x+1th
step with probability F(x+1), when all parity packets fail
to recover it at xth step. Let F

(m)

(x+1)
be the probability

that one packet which is encoded into m parity packets
is still be lost at (x + 1) step. The probability F

(m)

(x+1)
is

given by Eq. (5) using the probability Ex with which one
parity packet can recover the lost packet.

F
(m)

(x+1)
= (1− Ex)

m. (5)

The probability F(x+1) is calculated by considering the all
cases about m. When δm is the probability that a parity
packet is connected with lost packets which is encoded
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into m parity packets, F(x+1) is shown as follows.

Fx+1 =
M∑

m=0

δmF(x+1),m

=

M∑
m=0

δm(1− Ex)
m. (6)

The probability δm is calculated as follows. Let P (enc)

be the probability that one lost packet is encoded into
one parity packet. The value P (enc) equals the probability
that one lost packet is selected through d selection as
component of parity packet from all lost packets. Let n
be the number of original packets and n′ be the number
of lost packets, where n′ = n× (1− l). This probability
is calculated by Eq. (7).

P (enc) =

D∑
d=1

(
Ω′(d)× n′−1Cd−1

n′Cd

)

=
D∑

d=1

(
Ω′(d)× d

n′

)
. (7)

The value λm denotes the probability that a packet is
encoded in m parity packets. Then λm is described as
follows, where M is the number of remained parity
packets.

λm = MCm(P (enc))m(1− P (enc))M−m

∼ e−MP (enc)

(MP (enc))m

m!
. (8)

One parity packet is connected with a lost packet which
is encoded into m parity packet with probability δm. The
probability δm is calculated with the similar way as βd,
and it is shown by mλm∑M

m=0
mλm

.

The performance of the proposed method is denoted
by Eq. (6) when packets are not classified. Next, we
extend the above discussion into the case that packets
are classified to several classes by their loss probabilities.

B. Analysis of Extended Model
In this section, we analyze the performance considering

priority classes. Our analysis considers the possible com-
bination of degrees of priority classes, unlike the previous
work [11] that uses the average of degree in order to
simplify the calculation. Although the analysis in [11]
considers the priority class, our analysis can investigate
the impact of the degree distribution in more detail due
to its strict calculation. When packets are classified based
on their recovery priority, they are encoded into parity
packets with different probability per class (Eq. (1)).
Therefore, the number of encoded original packets into
a parity packet also is different. Let Dh be the average
number of encoded original packets with recovery priority
uh. The value Dh is represented by Eq. (9).

Dh = D × P
(enc)
h . (9)

Considering recovery priority, the degree distribution is
also replaced. Let dh be the remained parity packet’s

degree corresponding the packets with recovery priority
uh. Let lh be the loss probability of packet with recovery
priority uh. The degree distribution considering recovery
priority Ω′(d1, · · · , dH) is shown as follows.

Ω′(d1, · · · , dH) =

H∏
h=1

Dh
Cdh

ldh

h (1− lh)
(Dh−dh)

1−
H∏

h=1

(1− lh)
Dh

.(10)

Let βh,(d1,···,dH) be the probability that a lost packet
with recovery priority uh is encoded into a parity packet
which is created from

∑H
h=1

dh packets. Note that dh
is the number of encoded packets with recovery priority
uh. The probability βh,(d1,···,dH) is also calculated with a
similar way as βd. Let Ω′

h(d) be the probability that one
parity packet is connected with d lost packets which is
assigned recovery priority uh. The probability Ω′

h(d) is
calculated by sum of all Ω′(d1, · · · , dH) whose dh is d.
The probability βh,(d1,···,dH) is calculated using Ω′

h(d) as
follows.

βh,(d1,···,dH) =
dhΩ

′(d1, · · · , dH)
Dh∑
d=1

dΩ′
h(d)

. (11)

The probability that one parity packet recovers one lost
packet depends on its degree. Let Eh,x be the recovery
probability on step x, and Fh,x be the probability that
one packet with recovery priority uh is still lost at
xth step. Let Eh,x,(d1,···,dH) be the probability that one
parity packet whose degrees of recovery priorities are
d1, · · · , dH can recover one lost packet with recovery
priority uh at xth step. As mentioned above, one lost
packet with degrees d1, · · · , dH can recover lost packet
with recovery priority uh when all the other lost packets
have been recovered except the lost packet. Therefore,
Eh,x,(d1,···,dh)

is calculated as follows.

Eh,x,(d1,···,dH) = (1− F1,x)
d1 × · · · × (1− Fh−1,x)

dh−1

×(1− Fh,x)
(dh−1) × (1− Fh+1,x)

dh+1

× · · · × (1− FH,x)
dH .

(12)

Specifically, the value dh − 1 is the number of packet
with recovery priority uh encoded into the parity packet
except the lost packet. The probability Eh,x is calculated
considering all cases about degree distribution as follows.

Eh,x =

D1∑
d1=0

· · ·
Dh∑

dh=1

· · ·
DH∑

dH=0

βh,(d1,···,dH)Eh,x,(d1,···,dH).

. (13)

Note that dh ≥ 1 because the parity packets have the
connection with the lost packet.

The probability that one packet is encoded into one
parity packet is calculated separately per class. Let n′

h be
the number of lost packets with recovery priority uh. The
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Fig. 5. Expected reception ratio after restoration with parity stream.
The expected reception ratio is calculated by lim

x→∞
1− n′ × Fx.

probability P
(enc)
h that a packet with recovery priority uh

is encoded into one parity packet is given as follows using
n′
h and Ω′

h(d).

P
(enc)
h =

Dh∑
d=1

(
Ω′

h(d)×
d

n′
h

)
. (14)

The probability that one packet is encoded in m parity
packet is calculated separately per class. Let λh,m be the
encoded probability of one packet with recovery priority
uh. The probability is given by Eq. (15).

λh,m ∼
e−MP

(enc)

h (MP
(enc)
h )m

m!
. (15)

The probability δm is also extended for prioritized packets
and we define it as δh,m, where δh,m =

mλh,m∑M

m=0
mλh,m

.

After all, one packet with recovery priority uh is still lost
at (x+1)th step with the probability Fh,x+1 through xth
recovery step. The probability Fh,x+1 is shown as follows.

Fh,x+1 =

M∑
m=0

δh,m(1− Eh,x)
m. (16)

Figure 5 shows the expected reception ratio after
restoration through the above analysis. Note that restora-
tion in this section is processed using only parity stream.
In Fig. 5, the reception ratio after restoration is plotted
when average loss rate changes 0.04 to 0.22. Each line
corresponds to the result with different D. This figure
shows that the appropriate D changes due to the average
packet loss rate. This result indicates that setting D
based on the loss probability can improve the recovery
capability. Next section proposes the adaptive control
method of degree D.

V. CONTROL METHOD OF THE NUMBER OF ENCODED
PACKETS

The number of the encoded packets into one parity
packet, D, is crucial for the recovery capability. One par-
ity packet can recover only one lost original packet when
the rest D − 1 original packets are received. Generally,
large D can increase the probability that a lost packet
is included in the D packets. However, if two or more

packets are lost within D packets, the parity packet can
not recover any lost packets. This means that D should
be decided carefully.

As mentioned in previous section, Fig. 5 shows that the
reception ratio after restoration has individual peak point
according to different D. This result verifies the above
mention. Therefore, the control method of D is required
to correspond with various network conditions.

The proposed method checks whether D is appropriate
based on the estimated efficiency of parity packet. This
paper considers the probability that one parity packet
recovers a lost packet, RD (Eq. (17)). The probability
RD means that D − 1 original packets are received and
just one original packet is lost. Let qi be a packet loss
rate of the stream which ith selected packet belongs to.

RD = q1 × (1− q2)× · · · × (1− qD)

+ (1− q1)× q2 × · · · × (1− qD) + · · ·
+ (1− q1)× · · · × (1− qD−1)× qD

=

{
D∏
i=1

(1− qi)

}
×

{
D∑
i=1

qi
(1− qi)

}
. (17)

When RD is close to 1.0, the parity packet can quickly
recover a lost packet with high probability. However, D
tends to be small in this case. This means that some of
original packets are not sufficiently protected. Therefore,
this paper selects large D for sufficient restoration at
the expense of longer decoding time. It is desirable that
all lost packets are protected with parity packet. The
probability that one lost packet is not protected by any
parity packet is given by λ0 (Eq. (8)). When τ is the
acceptable ratio of non-protected packets, λ0 should fulfill
the following equation.

λ0 = (1− P (enc))M < τ. (18)

Equation (18) is transformed as follows.

P (enc) =
D∑

d=1

(
Ω′(d)× d

n′

)

=
D∑

d=1

(
DCdl

d(1− l)(D−d)

1− (1− l)D
× d

n′

)

∼ 1

n′{1− (1− l)D}

D∑
d=1

{
d× e−Dl(Dl)d

d!

}

∼ e−DlDl

n′(Dl − D(D−1)

2
l2)

×
D∑

d=1

{
(Dl)d−1

(d− 1)!

}

∼ 1

n′(1− D−1

2
l)

> 1− τ1/M . (19)

D >
2

l

{
1− 1

n′(1− τ1/M )

}
+ 1. (20)

Specifically, when τ is enough small, Eq. (20) approaches
to Eq. (21).

D >
2(n′ − 1)

n′l
+ 1. (21)

For simplicity, we employ Eq. (21).
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Fig. 6. Flowchart of the parity packet creation. The condition Eq.(21)
is represented by “Cond.” in this figure. Considering the encoding time,
the number of selection is limited to xmax, whose default value is 30.

The ECLIPSE creates parity packets with above two
methods. Figure 6 shows the flowchart of the parity packet
creation.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Simulation Model

We evaluate the proposed method through computer
simulations. The simulation model is illustrated in Fig. 7.
We assume no packet is lost between the EEN and clients,
and therefore, this simulation is focused on the surrogates,
XOR server and EEN. Between each server and EEN,
packet loss occurs with different rate. These loss rates
follow normalized distribution whose mean value is plr
and standard deviation is sd. The value sd is set to
0.05 in the simulations, while the value plr is changed
as a parameter. The loss characteristics are modeled via
Gilbert model in Fig. 8 [20]. In this loss model, the
average loss rate plr is calculated as follows.

plr =
trgb

trgb + trbg
. (22)

The burst loss length “len” is given as follows.

len =
1

trbg
. (23)

The values trgb and trbg are given such that plr and len
are required value.

The common conditions are shown in Table II. In
addition, this paper assumes that a packet does not have
the data composed of multiple frames. When a residual
data size is less than the packet size, the rest part is filled
with padding signal. Table III shows the default values of
parameters in the proposed method. The ratio of important
packets to whole packets is calculated based on a sample
video data.

B. Numerical Result

1) Impact of parameters: Under the above environ-
ment, we first evaluate the performance changing some
parameters as basic evaluations. In order to verify the

.20 surrogates

one XOR server

one EEN

packet loss rate 

of i th path l i

l 1

l 2

l 20

l 21

.

.

Fig. 7. Simulation model.

Fig. 8. Packet loss occurs according to Gilbert model. In this model, a
packet is lost when path is under bad condition. The path condition
changes to next condition per each packet’s passage. When a path
is under good condition, its condition transits to bad condition with
probability trgb. The probability of transition from bad condition to
good condition is represented by trbg .

impact only of parameters, we consider a scenario that
no packet is lost between the XOR server and the EEN
in this section. Figure 9 shows the recovery capability
when the threshold RD for control of D is various values.
Final reception ratio is the ratio of received or recovered
packets after restoration with both of conventional FEC
and the proposed method. This figure shows that the final
reception ratio is drastically improved with increasing the
value of the threshold in the range where RD is less than
0.25. On the other hand, when RD is more than 0.25, the
final reception ratio decreases slightly with the increase
of RD. This means that too small threshold decreases the
restoration performance due to frequent creation of parity
packet using too many original packets. From this result,
this paper uses 0.25 for RD in the following evaluation.
Figure 10 shows the comparison about the performance
of control method of D (prop with ctrl) with the no
dynamic control case when D is 12 (prop D = 12)
and D is 20 (prop D = 20). These constant values are
the best D when packet loss rates are 0.20 and 0.12,
respectively. We underscore that each stream is protected
by FEC redundancy and that a parity packet can recover
lost packets when only one packet is lost among the
encoded D packets. In other words, lost packets can not
be recovered if two or more packets among the encoded
D packets are lost. If D is large value, this unrecovered
case often occurs. However, if D is small value, only few
packets are encoded, and therefore, most of lost packets
can not be recovered. The final reception ratio depends
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TABLE II
COMMON CONDITIONS

name value
Transmission protocol UDP
Packet size 1500 [Bytes]
Transmission bit rate 1.2 [Mbps]
Request interval for parity stream 1.0 [s]
The number of recovery target streams 20
Block size 100 [packets]
FEC redundancy (n, k) (100, 95)
Burst loss length 5

TABLE III
DEFAULT VALUE OF PARAMETERS IN THE PROPOSED METHOD

name value
Basic priority ri (1, 2)
Priority of more important data 2
Priority of less important data 1
Additional priority sj (0, 1, 2)
Threshold for reception ratio Thj (1.0, 0.9, 0.8)
Recovery priority uh (1, 2, 3, 4)
Weight of priority wh (1, 2, 4, 8)
Ratio of important packets

to whole packets 0.73
Ratio of parity packets

to expected lost packets 1.5

on this characteristics. In addition, simple FEC method
also influences the final reception ratio. As prominently
shown in Fig. 10 (D = 12), change of the final reception
ratio is divided into three patterns when D is a fixed
value. 1) The first pattern is shown when plr is very low
(e.g. 0.04 < plr < 0.08). In this case, the probability
that no packet is lost within the encoded D packets in
a parity packet is high. These mean that a parity packet
tends not to be used for restoration, especially, when D
is small value. However, simple FEC method can recover
lost packets even if parity packets can not recover them.
Therefore, when D is small (e.g. D = 12), the most
recovered packets are due to simple FEC method, and as
a result, the final reception ratio slightly decreases with
increasing plr. 2) The second pattern is shown when plr
is low (e.g. 0.08 < plr < 0.16). When plr increases, the
probability that one packet is lost within the encoded D
packets also increases. This means a parity packet can
also effectively recover the lost packet in addition to the
simple FEC. Therefore, the final reception ratio increases
with increasing plr. 3) The third pattern is shown when
plr is high (e.g. plr > 0.16). In this case, the probability
that a parity packet fails to recover the lost packet is
high when plr is high, because two or more packets are
lost among the encoded D packets. Therefore the final
reception ratio decreases with increasing plr. On the other
hand, the proposed method with control D can maintain
its recovery capability even if plr changes. From these
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results, the proposed method with control of D is verified
having self-adjusting capability for network condition.
Figure 11 shows the final reception ratio when weight of
priority is various values. The legends represent weight of
each priority in ascending order. The final reception ratio
of important packets is represented with “high” and that
of less important packet is represented with “low”. Note
that the redundancy is 1.2 in this result. In the proposed
method, the proportion of weight of each priority affects
the recovery capability. Figure 11 shows that the gap of
recovery capabilities between important packets and other
packets is wide, when higher priority has larger portion of
weight. We confirmed that when redundancy is larger, the
gap between different weights is less. Figure 12 shows the
performance about the recovery capability with changing
redundancy from 0.8 times to 1.7 times as many as the
number of expected lost packets. The value plr is set to
0.04 to 0.18. This figure shows that more parity packets
can more improve recovery capability. Specifically, when
the EEN receives parity packets 1.3 times as many as the
lost packets, the EEN can recover most of lost packets at
the same degree in any packet loss rate. We also show
the relationship between the value of plr and the number
of parity packets from another perspective in Fig. 13.
Figure 13 shows the required number of parity packets
for the final reception ratio to exceed the given value.
The legends represent the required final reception ratio.
The required number of parity packets linearly increases
with increasing plr. This result shows that it is valid to
decide the number of parity packets as the proportional
number of the packet loss rate.
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2) Evaluation of restoration characteristics: Next, we
evaluate the proposed method in comparison with con-
ventional FEC method. In this section, a parity stream
is also suffered from packet loss unlike previous section
for evaluations on more practical environment. In each of
the proposed method and FEC method, the redundancy
is set to 1.5 times as many as the expected loss packets.
Note that the redundancy of FEC method is calculated
per stream and the sum of redundancy is almost same as
the proposed method. Figure 14 shows the final reception
ratio when burst loss length is set to be various values.
In the legends, “prop” represents our proposed method
and len is the burst loss length which is given as the
parameter of Gilbert model. While the FEC method
recovers most lost data when burst loss length is 1, its
performance drastically degrades when burst loss length is
lager value. This result represents the simple FEC method
can not provide sufficient protection in the environment
that packet loss explosively occurs. On the other hand,
the proposed method can maintain its recovery capability
even when burst loss length is large. We also evaluate
about the fairness of the proposed method. Figure 15
shows distribution of final reception ratio against the
reception ratio before restoration when average packet
loss rate is 0.10 and burst loss length is 5. In each graph,
the final reception ratios of 600 streams are plotted. Figure
15 shows that FEC can not sufficiently recover the streams
whose packet loss rates are high. On the other hand,
the proposed method recovers all streams at similar level
regardless of their reception ratios.

Finally, we evaluate the results of Peak Signal to Nose
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Ratio (PSNR) in Figs. 16 and 17. Each figure shows
the PSNRs before and after recovery process to 600
streams. In these evaluations, plr is 0.10 and len is 5.
The FEC method can not recover lost packets of a heavily
damaged stream. Therefore, PSNRs of the FEC method
is scattered in Fig. 16. Figure 17 shows that PSNRs
are in high level in the proposed method. In particular,
PSNRs of the proposed method are more similar level
than those of the FEC method. We also show the average
and variance of PSNR and the ratio of the number of
streams whose PSNRs are larger than 35 dB in Table IV.
The value 35 dB corresponds to the PSNR where user
could achieve good video quality in [21]. We confirm the
above mentioned performance of the proposed method
from this results. These results indicate that the proposed
method can provide fair and high quality video streaming
services.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed the recovery method suitable for
video streaming whose data have various importance. The
goal of the ECLIPSE is to improve QoS and fairness
among streams. In order to realize the goal, the ECLIPSE
assigns “recovery priority” to each packet based on the
importance of data and the reception ratio of each stream.
Firstly, it assigns more priority to packets with more
important data. Secondly, additional priority is assigned
to packets of streams whose loss rates are high. The
proposed method recovers important data with higher
probability by the restoration based on the recovery
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Fig. 15. Distribution of final reception ratio.
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Fig. 16. Distribution of PSNR of FEC method.

priority. In addition, we analyzed the performance of
the ECLIPSE for designing more effective coding. The
control method for parity packet creation was also pro-
posed in order to improve recovery capability. Through
computer simulations, we confirmed that the proposed
method achieves the required characteristics mentioned
above. As future works, we evaluate the performance of
the proposed method under the environment with delay
constraint. The cooperation of the multiple EENs or XOR
servers should be designed in order to provide high quality
video streaming services for future networks.
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